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-- Store your patient's documents in a digital filing cabinet -- Organize patient
images in alphabetical order, which makes it easy to find documents you need

when you need them -- Take photos and video clips of your patients and store them
in a secure digital vault -- Easy to use photo editor to add small text, simple borders
and many more special effects to your patient's picture -- Sync your files with your

smartphone -- Email images to anyone directly from your smartphone -- Store
Patients Name, Date, and Time -- Appointments, Hospital, Doctor, Pharmacy,

Photos, Videos. -- Setup New Apps and Accounts -- Easy to Use Interface and Fast --
Support to Open Multiple Images at Once -- Can send an e-mail with images directly
from the app. This app is free to try, if you like it, you can choose to purchase the
Pro version which includes the following features -- Ability to add more documents
to your patient file. -- Ability to add note to your photos -- Add a custom patient for

a free trial -- Ability to sync with Saral and iPhone mail. -- Diagnostic Report
Generation -- Add a patient file with Time to add a date and a time. -- Export the
document and email from the app to the different email platforms. Features: --
Organize your documents in alphabetical order. -- You can create your own file

structure with a personal touch. -- You can setup the standard name for the project
as well. -- Keeps photos/documents and separates them into folders. -- Created a

variety of themes for the time being and can be done. -- Editable text for your
photo. -- You can add as many documents you want in the diary. -- Ability to open
more than one documents at once. -- You can add more activities, hours and notes

when adding activities. -- You can create a patient profile with your name, date,
time and notes. -- Sync your files between your mobile and Saral. -- Ability to edit
your phone contacts and calendar directly in Saral. -- You can export the images

and store it in your photo gallery or email with or without the original photo. -- You
can share your files directly with people with whom you've communicated with from
the application. -- You can add your phone number in the device if you want. -- You

can add your hospital name and address in the device if you want. --
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Organize your Patients Photos Download the high-end application for physicians and
medical clinics. It lets you access your patient files quickly and easily on your

mobile device. Features photo, video and document capturing. - Saral Imaging Free
Version Features: Organize your Patients Photos Download the high-end application
for physicians and medical clinics. It lets you access your patient files quickly and

easily on your mobile device. Features photo, video and document capturing. - Saral
Imaging Features: -  Organize your pictures & medical documents, fast and easily

 Catch a video you've been looking for  Create file reports or even full picture
galleries for later access  Show your patient's information in table-form for better
reading -  Easy and fast photo, video and document capturing -  Perform smooth
full-screen image-capturing, among other things -  No additional software needed
on your device -  An easy-to-use, highly-secure application which only shows files

you have taken permission for -  Versatile and simple interface  No additional
restrictions, no additional permissions needed -  Best application for physicians
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and medical clinics  An easy-to-use, highly-secure application which only shows
files you have taken permission for -  Versatile and simple interface  No additional

restrictions, no additional permissions needed -  Best application for physicians
and medical clinics  An easy-to-use, highly-secure application which only shows

files you have taken permission for FAQ Why do I have to take a photo of the
image? An image is just a picture that stores the memory of the patient's condition.
By taking a picture of that image, you can save it into your app. This way, you can
organize and share medical data more easily. You can take photos of documents if

your photo app can handle documents too. If I use the in-built camera to take a
photo, how do I take one of an image? For your convenience, we developed a built-
in camera which allows you to take a photo of an image easily. Note: You may have

to take more than one photo if your image needs to have a b7e8fdf5c8
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+ Organize your patient photo images into folders and easily manage them with the
image gallery. + Display the photos as thumbnails in two ways: As a list of your
photo images organized by date or by folder. + Add comments to the photo images
and set the file properties. + Schedule reminders for each photo image, which will
help you find them when you need to. + View all of your images in high-resolution,
on-screen thumbnails. + Share the photo images with your friends via mail, SMS or
Facebook. + Backup the patient photo images to your PC, with full support for
Windows Vista/Windows 7. + Includes an easy and user-friendly interface. Saral is
easy to use with a clean and simple graphical interface. You can create folders
(Alphabetical/Year/Month/Day), attach files, and set the filename, file extension and
access permissions at the same time. It also includes image editing and printing
tools. This application includes a user's manual with illustrations of how to use the
application. The application includes an uninstallation file to remove Saral Imaging
from your computer with a single mouse click. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
# # # # Saral Imaging Includes: + Internationalizations: Spanish, Italian, German,
French, Portuguese, Japanese, Russian, and English. + Windows 8, 7, Vista, XP and
2000 support. + Extract archives from the ISO image. + Free virus check (maximum
scanning time is 2 minutes). + Full Windows support (not limited to 64-bit). +
Multiple languages: English and Chinese. + User interface is translated to 42
languages. The application was tested on multiple popular browsers, including
Internet Explorer 9/10, Google Chrome/Chromium, Firefox/FireFox, Opera and
Safari. Installation: Download the package and install in: •
C:\Users\*UserName*\AppData\Local\SARAL\IMG • Program
Files\Saral\*ApplicationName* (where *UserName* is the username of the PC and
*ApplicationName* is the program you choose to create the folder where you store
your photos) The default application name is SIRAL.EXE. To create a new folder,
rename the *.exe file to anything you want. Important: This installation package is
only a way to install

What's New in the?

Saral Imaging is especially designed to help physicians organize their patient
pictures and documents. Featuring video and photo capturing capabilities, this
application is a real digital file cabinet for any doctor. It stores the photos and
documents in alphabetical order, which makes it easy for you to find what you are
looking for. Saral Imaging includes a medical dictionary, protocols and many other
medical related words in this free application. Saral Imaging is especially designed
to help physicians organize their patient pictures and documents. Featuring video
and photo capturing capabilities, this application is a real digital file cabinet for any
doctor. It stores the photos and documents in alphabetical order, which makes it
easy for you to find what you are looking for. Saral Imaging Description: Saral
Imaging is especially designed to help physicians organize their patient pictures and
documents. Featuring video and photo capturing capabilities, this application is a
real digital file cabinet for any doctor. It stores the photos and documents in
alphabetical order, which makes it easy for you to find what you are looking for.
Saral Imaging includes a medical dictionary, protocols and many other medical
related words in this free application. Saral Imaging is especially designed to help
physicians organize their patient pictures and documents. Featuring video and
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photo capturing capabilities, this application is a real digital file cabinet for any
doctor. It stores the photos and documents in alphabetical order, which makes it
easy for you to find what you are looking for. Saral Imaging Description: Saral
Imaging is especially designed to help physicians organize their patient pictures and
documents. Featuring video and photo capturing capabilities, this application is a
real digital file cabinet for any doctor. It stores the photos and documents in
alphabetical order, which makes it easy for you to find what you are looking for.
Saral Imaging includes a medical dictionary, protocols and many other medical
related words in this free application. Saral Imaging is especially designed to help
physicians organize their patient pictures and documents. Featuring video and
photo capturing capabilities, this application is a real digital file cabinet for any
doctor. It stores the photos and documents in alphabetical order, which makes it
easy for you to find what you are looking for. Saral Imaging Description: Saral
Imaging is especially designed to help physicians organize their patient pictures and
documents. Featuring video and photo capturing capabilities, this application is a
real digital file cabinet for any doctor.
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8, Windows Vista Processor: Intel Core i3/AMD equivalent
Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Windows DirectX 9 graphics card with 1 GB VRAM
Storage: 4 GB available space Additional Notes: Additional recommended settings:
DirectX 11 required Display resolution: 1680 x 1050 @ 120 Hz Processor: Intel Core
i5/AMD equivalent Graphics: Windows DirectX 11 graphics card with 2 GB VR
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